
Podcast Pitching Assignment 

Please upload your completed pitch. The pitch will be four paragraphs long, as outlined below.  
 
Many of these elements may already exist in your story planning worksheet. Please feel free to 
reuse sentences from that exercise. For this pitch, you will be evaluated based on your 
completion of the pitch and the clarity of your project’s vision. 
 
[Please indicate at the top of your submission whether you would like your pitch to be 
considered for one of the four collaborative audio stories we will produce by the end of the 
semester. In other words, you have the choice to nominate your podcast to be produced.] 
 
In one paragraph, what is your audio story? 

- Topic 
- Conflict  
- setting 
 
 For inspiration, see the description of hidden brain. 
“The failure to recognize the pain of black patients can be tracked far back in the 
history of American medicine. Dr. James Marion Sims, a 19th-century physician, has 
been dubbed the father of modern gynecology. He's honored by three statues across 
the United States, one of which describes him as treating both empresses and slave 
women. This week, we consider what — and whom — this inscription leaves out. 
Invisible in his shadow are the enslaved women on whom he experimented. Today, 
they are unknown and unnamed except for three: Anarcha, Lucy, and Betsey.” 

This sets up the topic of the failure to recognize Black pain; the conflict of what is left out of 
history books; and the setting of 19c United States. 

 
In one paragraph, what specific sources will you use or look for? 

- Sources: Archives, Interviews, Narration, reenactment 
 

Note: These do not have to be secured interviews or archives. Imagine if you had access to 
any interview connection or any audio source. We can work down from there once we begin 
the search for contacts and archives. 

 
In one paragraph, who are the characters and why are they important for understanding African 
American Health Activism? 

Connect this story back to what you’ve learned from class thus far. 
 
In one paragraph, what is the larger point that this audio story makes?  

(e.g., in Hidden Brain, it makes the point that hidden beneath history books on modern 
medicine are the racialized bodies that suffered at the expense of progress, and they 
should be celebrated.) 


